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1. Foreword
1.1.

Engagement object

Sun Investment Ghana Limited is an SPV (hereinafter the “SPV”) controlled by Talesun Energy
(the “Client”) with the cope to promote a 20 MW solar project to be built in Ghana. In more
detail, the Client started – over the year 2013 – evaluating several sites in Ghana and finally
selected the one close to Sege (hereinafter either the “Project” or the “Plant”), within the
Greater Accra Region. Figure below show the location of the site finally selected:

With regard to the above Project, EOS carried out a first feasibility study issued in favor of the
Client on date 19/09/2013. After that issuance, the Project development progressed defining
the definitive design and identifying with the local Grid Operator (ECG Ltd) a viable solution
for connecting the solar Plant to the electrical grid. In light of such updates, the Client asked
EOS Consulting S.p.A. (hereinafter “EOS”) to draft a new release of the feasibility study taking
into account the updated design package and the correspondence exchanged with ECG.
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1.2.

Disclaimer

The analysis hereinafter reported is based on data and information provided by the Client via
email and WeTransfer. The acquired data will not be utilized for other uses. EOS does not
assume responsibility for completeness, accuracy, truthfulness and updating of data received
by the Vendor and herein treated. Our activity has an advisory scope; the analysis has been
developed giving support to the evaluation activity and verification of the project. Any
document used or issued during the mandate execution is confidential.
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2. Project Overview
The Project in exam foresees the realization of a 23,654 MWp solar Plant to be erected in
Ghana, Accra Region, near the Sege village. Maps below identify the location of the
intervention site on the Ghanaian territory (irradiation on the first map is referred to the
horizontal plane):

The Sege site

Position of the site on the African territory
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The Sege site

Position of the site on the Ghanaian territory

The total available area is about 805.000 m2 and is identified by the position represented by
the following map:

5°54’24’’N
0°21’45’’E

Satellite view of the site
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The solar farm will be erected by installing on solar trackers No 73.920 PV modules having 320
Wp nominal capacity per each so to define the aforementioned overall DC power of 23,654
MWp. Regarding such parameter, it is reminded the photovoltaic technology is, by its nature,
characterized by a working power that changes - from time to time - on the basis of the
irradiation incident on the PV surface and of the temperature of the PV cells.
More in detail, the parameter known as “nominal capacity” is calculated as the sum of the
power of each PV module, as measured in “standard weather conditions” (i.e. Irradiation =
1.000 W/m2; Temperature = 25 °C). Anyhow, such “nominal capacity” will never be totally
delivered to the grid, since (i) the “standard weather conditions” will be reached just during
the central hours of the day; (ii) between the PV generator and the delivery point some
electrical losses will occur (please see yield assessment section for any detail).
Thus, the above nominal capacity (i.e. 23,654 kWp) of the Plant has been calculated as the
size which allows to reach a maximum export power (i.e. the power deliverable to the grid)
equal to 20 MW.
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3. Layout Review
3.1.

PV structures

The selected PV structures are horizontal single axis
solar trackers that will allow to maximize the
production with an expected gain of about +16%
with respect to tilted fixed structures. In fact, due
to the low latitude of the sites adoption of fixed
structures would result in a poor gain with respect
to the horizontal irradiation: picture on the right
shows as the horizontal irradiation is just -0,6%
than the maximum achievable by fixed tilted structures. Vice versa the selected trackers will
allow to appreciably maximize the catchable irradiation adjusting the N/S angle on the basis of
the daily sun path.
Operation of single-axis trackers is based on the movement of photovoltaic modules on a
single North – South axis, so as to automatically track the sun's East – West movement during
the day. The tracker is composed of steel standard structure designed on project
specifications (tubular beams, post-driven, omega profile supports for the PV modules) and of
kit motion (articulating post-heads, motors driving their movement and an electronic control
board managing the motors).
Selected solar trackers ensure a ±45° maximum rotation around the N/S axis and are suitable
to host PV rows 1x30 arranged in landscape configuration. Rows can be grouped depending
on the producer’s needs. Picture below shows the physical features of the selected structures;
as shown below, tilt of the trackers will be equal to 0°.

Front and side views of the trackers
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3.2.

Row-to-row distance

Once selected the structure typology, the relevant catchable irradiation will depend on the
mutual distance between the rows: on one hand higher mutual distances will maximize the
irradiation on the plane of the arrays (i.e. the “POA irradiation”), on the other hand lower
mutual distances will minimize the overall soil occupancy of the solar farm. In other words,
the catchable POA irradiation will be influenced by:


The selected tilt angle that is 0° for the case in exam;



The wideness of each rows that is equal to the single module width (i.e. 1,96 m) for
the Sege Plant;



On the surface available for the arrangement of the PV generator.

For the Project in exam, a distance between the rows equal to 3,3 m has been selected, since
it allows (i) to minimize the natural mutual-shading losses to 3,9% (please see section focused
on the yield assessment), (ii) to optimize the internal spaces of the layout.

3.3.

Layout review

On the basis of the structure type and of the distance between the rows defined in the
previous section above, the definitive layout represented in the following pictures has been
designed:

Layout overview
December 2nd, 2016
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The PV plant is made up of No. 7 subfields about 3,38 MWp sized; each of them is equipped
with a dedicated transformer station including the inverter and the LV/MV trafo. Each
transformer station has 3 MW AC output capacity and will convert the incoming DC and LV
electricity in the AC and MV one ready for export.

Subfields layout

More in detail, the above layouts represent the below elements.
Symbols

Elements
Perimeter fence 2.4 meters high
Proposed internal roads

3 MW LV/MV power station

String of 30 modules
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4. Selected equipment and Electrical Design
4.1.

PV panels

The operating principle of a photovoltaic panel is to convert the solar energy coming on its
surface to electricity in direct current. The main parameters that influence the performances
of a PV module are the following:


The nominal power represents the electrical size of the PV generator;



The modules efficiency measures the potentiality of the PV surface to convert the
incoming solar energy. Such parameter determines the area occupied by the PV panels;



The NOCT indicates the PV cell temperature during the nominal operative conditions. This
feature measures the module capacity to dissipate heath, in order to guarantee optimal
performances, also during the warmest periods. More specifically, lower the NOCT, higher
will be the productivity of the panels;



The Fill Factor measures the aptitude of the PV technology to work in situations that differ
from test conditions. In fact, such parameter is equal to the ratio between the maximum
operating power and the open circuit power;



The power tolerance indicates the devices uniformity and influences the possible losses
related to the mismatching events;



The temperature coefficient connected to the power measures the potentiality of the
modules to keep down the thermal losses during the warmest periods.

Regarding the Project in exam, PV devices from Talesun, model “TP672P” 320 Wp, have been
selected. In detail, such modules are realized through Silicon-multicrystalline cells, which have
to be considered as the widespread photovoltaic technology worldwide. Further, the selected
panels are characterized by an efficiency parameter tuned with the best standard of the
market and, so, this will allow an optimization of the layout and of the spaces foreseen
between the rows. Pictures below show the data-sheet of TP672P 320 PV panels from
Talesun:
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4.2.

Transformer stations

The Project in exam will be equipped with No 7 transformer stations including both the
inverters and the LV/MV trasnformers.
Inverters are electrical devices which convert the electricity from the Direct Current (DC) to
the Alternate Current (AC) which is finally sent to the grid. Within such transformation, no
modifications of the nominal voltage are involved, but some losses are expected to occur, due
to the electrical operations necessary to the DC/AC conversion.
With reference to inverters technical features, the quality of such devices can be evaluated
through the analysis of the following parameters:


The European Efficiency measures the performance of the inverter within the
transformation from the Direct Current (DC) to the Alternate Current (AC). Such
parameter takes also in account the different working condition of the device, resulting a
rate of the actual operative performance. Typical values of the European Efficiency are
included within the range 97%÷98%;



The working temperatures gap indicates the temperature field which allows the nominal
working performance of the devices. Different operative values involve the “derating” of
the inverter efficiency.

Concerning the Project in exam, No 7 3 MW Sungrow stations have been selected. In detail,
such solution will allow to install devices having optimal efficiencies ranging 98% (in general,
higher the size of the inverters, higher the efficiency that can be reached), to be placed in
dedicated transformer cabins (please see layout design). Such cabins will be equipped with
adequate cooling systems, so to control the working temperature of the inverters during their
operation in the view of the optimization of the performances.
After the inverters the electricity will flow into the transformer that will elevate the voltage
from 0,6 to 33 kV that is the voltage level of the local grid.
Pictures below show the data-sheet of the large-sized inverter selected for the Project in
exam:
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4.3.

LV electrical diagram

As far as it concerns the connection between the PV strings and the inverter devices, the
inverter electrical features must be in compliance with the electrical parameters (power and
voltage) deriving from the plant PV section to which it is connected. In particular, the plant
output voltage must be linked to the input voltage of the inverter according to the following
relations:
1. The maximum open circuit voltage from the generators shall be not higher than the
maximum input voltage allowed by the inverter.
2. The minimum operative voltage from the generators shall be not lower than the
minimum voltage which can be managed by the MPPT system (which is the Maximum
Power Point Tracker, a special device used by the inverter to optimize the current
conversion) specific of the inverter.
3. The maximum operative voltage from the generators shall be not higher than the
maximum voltage which can be managed by the MPPT system specific of the inverter.
4. The inverter nominal power (DC), shall be in the range 90%-115% of PV plant nominal
power.
Electrical design defined for the Project in
exam provides the modules will be grouped in
strings of No 30 modules per each. Electrical
parameters of the strings will respect the first
three above conditions, provided that panels
with maximum operating system voltage of
1.500 V will be used. It is, then, recommended
to finally select devices in line with this feature
within the executive design.
As per the connection in parallel, No 2 levels of
combiner boxes are foreseen: as a result,
groups of No 352 strings will be linked to each
inverter defining a DC/AC power ratio equal to
112,6% (i.e. (352 x 30 x 0,32 kWp)/3.000 kWp =
3.379,2 kWp/3.000,0 kWp = 1,126) that is in
line with the above suggested range.
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5. Connection Solution
Over the year 2014, the SPV liaised with the Grid Operator (i.e. ECG)
in order to agree a viable connection solution for the solar facility in
exam. On date 14/10/2014, ECG released a Connection Report
stating the closer network usable for connecting the plant is the 33
kV line Sogakope-Dawhenya that goes along the eastern border of
the site (just 200 m far from it). The connection design will the
construction of a 33 kV overhead line 4 km long, and the upgrade of
No 9 spans of the existing spur to the Tema-Aflao road via
refurbishing the existing line from 50 mm2 to 120 mm2.
In addition to such work, an indoor 33 kV GIS switching station is
required, so to provide independent control of the Grid Operator
works with respect to the line coming from the solar farm.
As outlined within the previous section, the operating voltage of the Plant will be elevated to
the one required by ECG (i.e. 33 kV) within the No 7 transformer stations, which will ensure an
export voltage consistent with the connection point. In more detail, 33 kV cables coming from
the transformer stations will be collected and combined within the customer station to be
erected close to the site entrance. The customer cabin is also expected to host (i) the export
meter and (ii) the protection devices to be used for disconnecting the Plant either in case of
outages or of grid instability.

Focus on the Customer Station position
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6. Yield assessment
In the following section, an assessment of the electrical energy theoretically deliverable to the
grid by the Project has been carried out. The following analysis has been performed on the
basis of the latest data sheets, technical drawings and layouts made available by the Client, as
represented and outlined in the previous sections above.
The expected energy production evaluations have been executed by modeling the PV plants’
technical features and performances through PVSyst 6.4, which is a software designed with
the scope of analyzing and simulating the performances of PV plants of any size and typology.
In details, PVSYST allows to define the input data concerning the PV devices, the features of
the intervention site (type of roofing, meteo-climatic data, shadings), the modules orientation
and the layout specificities.
The criteria and data used for the realization of the output models are described within the
following sections.

6.1.

Technical features of the plant

The sola facility in exam will be ground-mounted on mono-axial solar trackers, furthermore
the whole PV generator will be south-oriented and 0° tilted. As per the main devices, PV
modules from Talesun and transformer stations (DC and LV to AC and MV) from Sungrow are
taken into account within the definitive design. An overview on the plant’s major technical
features is briefly summarized within the below chart:

The Sege Solar Farm
Nominal Power
Module type
Modules number
Nominal power of the modules
Tilt
Azimuth
N/S Axis
Inverter type and number
Inverter nominal power

December 2nd, 2016
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N. 73.920
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6.2.

Meteorological input data

Irradiation on the horizontal plane
The amount of energy deliverable to the grid depends on the solar irradiation registered on
the specific geographical location of the site in analysis. Therefore, the basic parameter in the
energy estimation is represented by the medium irradiation I recorded during the time unit
considered. In particular, within the present calculation, an annual value of the solar
irradiation has been considered, in order to calculate the expected production achievable by
the PV plant per each year.
As far as it concerns the catchable energy quantification, in the present analysis the following
data bases have been selected:


Meteonorm 7: such software is the upgraded version of the software Meteonorm,
edited in 2012 and developed by the international Centre of Research known as
Meteotest, which has dedicated its studies to the elaboration of a data base about the
climatic parameters, including the solar irradiation. Such data results from some direct
observations and experimentations by more than 8.300 weather stations located
worldwide (5 in Ghana), which refer to a large period of direct collection of the
irradiation data from 1986 to 2005. Additionally, the mentioned Institute has made
available a large data set about meteo-climatic parameters (like temperature, wind
speed and humidity) recorded over the last recent decade (2000-2009). The dedicated
software of analysis, called Meteonorm, currently allows to estimate the solar
irradiation area by area, on the basis of the specific geographical coordinates,
arranging the data resulting from the nearest weather stations. It has to be underlined,
in fact, that the values of such irradiation differ significantly in dependence on the
considered location, also with reference to short distances between the sites. Thus,
the advantages of data from Meteonorm 7.0 are a higher precision about the site
considered, and the fact that they refer to an elaboration about an historical set of
data directly observed.



PVGIS: the Photovoltaic Geographical Information (i.e. “PVGIS-CSAF” in the following)
is edited by the European Commission and refers to meteorological data recorded
using satellite technology. Such database has been developed on the basis of data
observed during a period of 12 year: from 1998 to 2005 using the technology from the
first generation of Meteosat satellites, and from June 2006 to May 2010 using the
satellites from the second-generation.
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SolarGIS: this is a geographic information system designed to meet the needs of the
solar energy industry. This application combines solar resource data and
meteorological data with a web-based application system to support planning,
development, and operation of solar energy systems. In particular, the SolarGIS
database is a high resolution database recognized as one of the most reliable and
accurate source of solar resource information. The database resides on about 100
terabytes of data and it is continuously updated on daily basis. The data is calculated
using in-house developed algorithms that process satellite imagery and atmospheric
and geographical inputs. Quality of SolarGIS data is determined by underlying models,
spatial and temporal resolution of atmospheric and meteorological inputs, and their
accuracy. SolarGIS has been validated at more than 180 locations, where high quality
measurements were available.

Under the mentioned data bases, the following data sets of the monthly global irradiation on
the horizontal plane (GHI) have been recorded with reference to the site in exam:

Monthly GHI [kWh/m2]
Month

Meteonorm 7

PVGIS-CSAF

SolarGIS

Mean

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

134
136
164
163
162
138
138
138
147
160
147
133

187,2
171,6
206,5
186,9
174,5
148,2
165,2
174,8
175,5
186,6
176,4
180,1

148,0
145,0
165,0
169,0
169,0
141,0
145,0
144,0
152,0
171,0
159,0
152,0

156,4
150,9
178,5
173,0
168,5
142,4
149,4
152,3
158,2
172,5
160,8
155,0

TOTAL

1.760,0

2.133,7

1.860,0

1.917,9
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As evident from the chart above, the irradiation curves evaluated by the selected long-term
DBs appreciably diverge each other; thus, to minimize the natural “tolerance” of the DBs, it is
suggestible to proceed in the current analysis taking into account the above mean curve
evaluated as the average of the selected DBs.

Ambient temperature
Further, Meteonorm and SolarGIS allow to identify another meteorological parameter of the
site impacting on the production of the solar facility, as the ambient temperature. It has to
reminded that the higher temperatures have a negative influence on the performance of the
PV panels, as they results in an improvement of the thermal losses in the photovoltaic
conversion. The following chart summarizes the ambient temperature evaluated for the site in
exam:

Ambient temperature [°C]

December 2nd, 2016

Month

Mean

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

27,2
28,3
28,8
28,6
28,0
26,5
25,3
24,8
25,6
26,7
27,8
27,8

TOTAL

27,1
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POA Irradiation
It has to be reminded that the value of solar irradiation incident on the PV panels is related to
the orientation of the panels themselves. Concerning the Project in exam, the definitive
design takes into account mono-axial solar trackers movable of ±45° around the N/S axis.
Furthermore, in order to take into account the reflection of the surrounding soils, a standard
albedo coefficient of 0,14 – applicable to the bare soils – has been used to define the
correlated irradiation. The simulation of the irradiation incident of the plane of array (POA)
has been run with the aid of the software PVSyst ver. 6.4, which is a PV simulation software
developed by the University of Geneva. The factorization between the diffuse and direct
irradiation has been elaborated under the model proposed by Perez. The following chart
summarizes the resulting yearly POA irradiation:
Monthly POA Irradiation [kWh/m2]
Month

The Sege Plant

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

179,5
174,2
206,5
204,3
198,4
166,8
173,0
177,2
184,6
203,3
188,6
178,9

TOTAL

2.235,3

It is noted the POA irradiation is +16,6% than the horizontal one. The mentioned gain is
granted by the adoption of mono-axial solar trackers (see section 3.1 for more details).
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6.3.

Determination of Performance Ratio (PR)

In the conversion of the solar energy by the photovoltaic technologies, a certain amount of
power is lost during the different physical processes involved in the transfer of the electric
energy produced. It has to be underlined that such losses refer to different items, strictly
related to the technical solutions which have been chosen. The difference between 100% and
the simultaneous combination of the losses above is equal to the global Performance Rate of
the plant:
PR = 100% - %Losses
The losses and the PR in the followings have been estimated using the simulation run by the
software PVSYST.

Losses and Performance Rate at the Production meter
The following losses have to be considered:


Shading losses due to the possible presence of physical obstacles and to the mutual
shading of the panels, mainly depending on the adopted row-to-row distance.



Reflection losses (IAM modifier) due to the reflection of the panel’s glass.



Soiling losses due to the presence of dust and pollution on the surface of the modules.



Low irradiance losses due to the periods characterized by an incoming solar radiation
whose activation energy is not suitable to activate the plant (i.e. first hours in the
morning, last hours in the afternoon, cloudy days).



Temperature losses - due to the heating of the panels - are related to the specific PV
technology adopted (silicon in particular): the higher the temperature, the lower the
power produced by the module. Such losses depend on the specific features of the
panels and in particular on the temperature coefficient, which is equal to 0,42% for the
selected panels from Talesun.



Mismatching losses due to the electrical connections. Such losses depend on different
energy production of each module and they are connected both to the number of
elements that compose each string and to the specific panel characteristics (in
particular power tolerance and voltage and current values). In the case under
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consideration, the tolerance losses are reduced to null, since it has to be positively
pointed out that, basing on the data sheet from Talesun, the installed PV panels are
provided with an actually good 0/+3% positive tolerance range. This shall allow to
positively minimize the mismatch losses due to the quality of the modules.


LV ohmic wiring losses due to natural resistance of the electric cables. These losses
depend both on the characteristics of the cables chosen and on the sizing of such
elements.



Inverter losses due to the inverter process of conversion. Such losses obviously
depend on the type of inverter designed, and in particular to its working performance
identified by the European Efficiency.



Auxiliary losses due to fans and cooling systems of the transformer cabin and to the
other auxiliaries installed on site, such as lighting and security systems.



AC ohmic wiring losses due to natural resistance of the electric cables from the
transformer stations to the customer cabin, where the export meter is expected to be
placed.



External transformer losses due to the LV/MV voltage elevation within the
transformer cabins.

The following chart summarizes the losses expected for the Project in exam:
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Taking into account the aforementioned losses contributions, the following Performance
Ratios have been determined, on a yearly basis:
Performance Rate [%]
Month

The Sege Plant

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

77,49%
77,25%
76,96%
77,43%
77,73%
78,09%
78,32%
78,49%
78,18%
78,02%
77,65%
77,49%

TOTAL

77,74%

It is noted the above simulation takes into account a grid export limitation to 20 MW: as the
software did not evaluate losses due to grid saturation, that can be considered as a
confirmation on the fact the DC capacity is properly sized in relation to the ecxport capacity
agreed with ECG.

6.4.

Energy production assessment

With the purpose of evaluate the amount of the deliverable energy during the PV plant
working life, it has to be reminded that the PV panels are subdued to a progressive
degradation with time (di), connected to solar exposure. As a consequence, the nominal peak
power of the plants will proportionally decrease year by year. With this purpose, the
degradation curve Talesun guarantees has been considered: 2,5% for the 1st year and to
0,7%/year from the 2nd year to onwards.
In addition, it has to be considered that - from a technical point of view - the system will not
be fully available during the working year, due to some periods of disconnection for the
December 2nd, 2016
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preventive and predictive maintenance, and to face any possible failure or
components/materials break-down (i.e., the corrective maintenance). Thus, a certain rate of
availability (Av) shall be considered when estimating the total energy (kWh) produced by the
plant during each year. In the present analysis, a base availability equal to 95% has been taken
into account, being such value tuned with the market standards of the PV field.
Under such assumptions, the evaluation of the yearly specific yield Yi [kWh/kWp] can be
calculated on the basis of the aforementioned degradation and availability rate, with the
formula:

Yi 

I
* PR * (1  d i ) * Av 
I st

Where I represents the irradiation on the plane of array determined via PVsyst [kWh/m2]
while Ist is the irradiation at standard conditions [1.000 W/m2].
Such yield is numerically the same of equivalent working hours, and is not a physical
parameter, but it is useful to evaluate how much the plant is able to work as it would work
under its nominal conditions.
While the final output Ei is defined by:

Ei  Pnom * Yi  Pnom 

I
* PR * (1  di ) * Av 
I st

Where Pnom represents the plant nominal power.
The amounts of the yearly energy production expected per the Sege Plant, and of the related
working hours are summarized by the following table:

The Sege Plant
Year

Production [kWh]

Working Hours [kWh/kW]

1

38.075.359

1.609,65

2

37.801.997

1.598,10

3

37.528.636

1.586,54

4

37.255.274

1.574,98

5

36.981.913

1.563,43
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6.5.

6

36.708.551

1.551,87

7

36.435.189

1.540,31

8

36.161.828

1.528,76

9

35.888.466

1.517,20

10

35.615.105

1.505,64

11

35.341.743

1.494,09

12

35.068.382

1.482,53

13

34.795.020

1.470,97

14

34.521.659

1.459,42

15

34.248.297

1.447,86

16

33.974.936

1.436,31

17

33.701.574

1.424,75

18

33.428.212

1.413,19

19

33.154.851

1.401,64

20

32.881.489

1.390,08

21

32.608.128

1.378,52

22

32.334.766

1.366,97

23

32.061.405

1.355,41

24

31.788.043

1.343,85

25

31.514.682

1.332,30

Sensitivity analysis

As the Plant in exam is located in a rural contest and within a Country that is starting its
experience with the photovoltaic technology, a sensitivity analysis on the expected yield has
been executed by modifying the expected availability. Hence, No 2 worst cases have been
simulated by adopting respectively (i) 92,0% and (ii) 90,0% instead of the “base” 95,0% ratio.
Relevant results are summarized within the below charts:
The Sege Plant – worst case (i)
Year

Production [kWh]

Working Hours [kWh/kW]

1

36.872.979

1.558,82

2

36.608.250

1.547,63

3

36.343.521

1.536,44
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4

36.078.792

1.525,25

5

35.814.063

1.514,06

6

35.549.334

1.502,86

7

35.284.605

1.491,67

8

35.019.875

1.480,48

9

34.755.146

1.469,29

10

34.490.417

1.458,10

11

34.225.688

1.446,91

12

33.960.959

1.435,71

13

33.696.230

1.424,52

14

33.431.501

1.413,33

15

33.166.772

1.402,14

16

32.902.043

1.390,95

17

32.637.314

1.379,76

18

32.372.585

1.368,57

19

32.107.856

1.357,37

20

31.843.126

1.346,18

21

31.578.397

1.334,99

22

31.313.668

1.323,80

23

31.048.939

1.312,61

24

30.784.210

1.301,42

25

30.519.481

1.290,22
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The Sege Plant – worst case (ii)
Year

Production [kWh]

Working Hours [kWh/kW]

1

36.071.393

1.524,93

2

35.812.418

1.513,99

3

35.553.444

1.503,04

4

35.294.470

1.492,09

5

35.035.496

1.481,14

6

34.776.522

1.470,19

7

34.517.548

1.459,24

8

34.258.574

1.448,30

9

33.999.600

1.437,35

10

33.740.626

1.426,40

11

33.481.652

1.415,45

12

33.222.677

1.404,50

13

32.963.703

1.393,55

14

32.704.729

1.382,61

15

32.445.755

1.371,66

16

32.186.781

1.360,71

17

31.927.807

1.349,76

18

31.668.833

1.338,81

19

31.409.859

1.327,87

20

31.150.885

1.316,92

21

30.891.911

1.305,97

22

30.632.936

1.295,02

23

30.373.962

1.284,07

24

30.114.988

1.273,12

25

29.856.014

1.262,18
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